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Esko‘s Product branding for CDI Crystal, XPS Crystal and Crystal ScreensAsahi‘s Product branding for CleanPrint plate technologyAutomation and connection philosophy from Design to Print

AWPTM CleanPrint Processor

works with CDI Crystal 4835 XPS and CDI Crystal 4260 XPS
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Value Proposition



Productivity

Fully Automated, 
the CrystalCleanConnect
reduces the plate making 
process steps from 12 to 1. 
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Conventional Platemaking

CrystalCleanConnect = 1 touchpoint
90% time saved on human interaction!  



Productivity

An average conventional plate 
production line today may 
handle 24 plates per shift

The operator attention time 
for a manual process is 12
steps = 36 min @ plate

With CCC, the operator 
attention time is 90% reduced, 
from 14h24 to 1h!

Time to first MountReady
plate ~ 1h 10 min and every 
14-18 min another plate out



Quality

XPS Crystal offers a perfect anchoring of dots in the plate floor through 
instant cross-linking of the polymer, based on the combined main and back 
exposure

XPS Crystal

Bank Exposure

Missing dots

Well anchored dots



Quality

XPS Crystal and Crystal screens made plates need less print impression and 
offer better ink transfer, printing with optimal density and delivering vibrant 
colors and a reduction of ink bridging on print.



Efficiency

AWPTM CleanPrint boosts Press OEE by an average of 25% through 

less plate cleaning 
(less press stops)

faster make ready 
(faster in color, 
faster in registration)



Efficiency

XPS Crystal and Crystal screens offer up to 20% reduction in ink usage 



GATEWAY CASE STUDY



GATEWAY CASE STUDY



GATEWAY CASE STUDY



Water wash processing

eliminates odor

reduces VOC

Defeats fire hazard

Low process temperature (40°C) offers perfect 

dimensional print register, reducing make ready

Automated plate cutting reduces waste by 10%

Ecological Footprint



CrystalCleanConnect facilitates the fastest 
availability of a print form from design to print, 
by offering

a fully automated process

in a cleaner and more environmental 
balanced operation

whilst reducing the number of touch points 
from 12 to 1

improving safety

reducing waste

offering higher consistency in quality print

Introduciton of standardization SOP in flexo

resulting into significantly reduced Total Cost of 
Ownership and thus improving your efficiency 
and profitability.



1st CCC installation 
completed at

Nabe Process
Corp. in Japan

Comment from Mr. Nabesaka, 
President of Nabe Process Corp. 

“We are finding great value to join this CCC 
project with Esko and Asahi Kasei, verifying that 

this cutting-edge concept of sustainable full 
automation system will be the next standard in 

Flexo Plate making process. 
Please watch this project and our success closely!



THANK YOU  for your attention !

Q&A


